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1. Read the following case and answer the ques-

tions that follow.

eCommerce is growing by leaps and bounds

in India. Most of the internet users in India

(232mn) are believed to have either heard or

used eCommerce services. However, India is

struggling to be one big eCommerce player

which is profitable. Be it Flipkart, Snapdeal or

any other player, none of them are making

profits. They are only creating ripples in the

5. Describe the pros and cons of outsourcing the

development and deployment of an e-com-

merce web site.

6. What are the points of information security

vulnerability in e-commerce? What are some

of the steps an e-commerce company can

take to enhance information security? 10

7. Discuss the working and limitations of online

credit card payment system? 10

8. What is channel conflict? Discuss ways of

avoiding channel conflict while offering higher

value to customers through e-commerce.10

9. How is the 'opt-in model' of informed consent

different from'opt-out model'? Discuss the ethi-

cal and social issues inolved therein. 10
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market by launching their innovative cam-

paigns to grab user base. But it is costing them

since they are killing margins. Plus, the burden

of Cash-on Delivery (CoD) has squeezed their

revenues.

Among these biggies or so-called leaders of

India's eCommerce, India has one eCommerce

player-lnfibeam. com=which is able to keep

its bottom line intact. Infibeam is India's only

profitable eCommerce company. The company

has been in the market for quite some time

and continues to experiment with different

things to stay ahead without killing its mar-

gins. It might not be unnecessarily pushing it-

self like Flipkart and Snapdeal. However, it has

been able to sustain, foresee, make quick

changes, introduce new strategies, and inno-

vate, which has given this company an edge

over others.

Infibeam realized that eCommerce as others

pany focus on profitability or growth?

Explain giving reasons.

(b) How good is the idea of cash-on-delivery

in the Indian e-commerce market? Sup-

port your argument with reasoning.

(c) Discuss the pros and cons of

disintermediation versus making the tra-

ditional retailers strategic partners in e-

commerce.

2. What are the major limitations on the growth

of e-commerce in India? Which one is poten-

tially the toughest to overcome? Why? 10

3. Explain the different revenue models an e-

commerce company can use in the B2C space.

10

4. Why are web server bandwidth' and 'scalability'

key business issues for e-Commerce sites?

Discuss their implications. 10
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as reach to customers through e-commerce.

Poised by the growth Infibeam has witnessed,

it is heading towards launching its IPO very

soon. Infibeam will thus be India's first listed

eCommerce company. "Yes, we are evaluat-

ing an IPO as stated in the past," confirms

Mehta.

Its profits and strong bottom line is the key

factor. "We are tracking profits and we have

planned a positive growth trajectory," says

Mehta. The company continues to experiment

with new ways and innovative moves to keep

in the green zone. It has also launched two

eBook readers a couple of years back. Al-

though, they did not pick up adoption, it con-

tinues to try other things.

The company is hopeful of attracting a good

number of investors through its IPO. It is also

ready to face the investor challenge who will

rest their hopes on the growth of the com-

gistics, along with other trade support to SMEs

to sell products and make returns.

BuildaBazaar allows partners to inovate on

their business models, in turn opening new

markets for Infibeam.

Though Builda Bazaar is a technology platform,

Infibeam has created it solely to serve the tra-

ditional retail. It has begun to see the change.

This platform is truly their own version of

eCommerce. The approach is slightly different

than the Flipkarts and Snapdeals of India who

are allowing retailers to register on their plat-

form as sellers where they can display their

products and sell.

Mehta further outlines the significance of retail

hybrid models."Retail hybrid models will

emerge in India with offline reatilers building

large online presence. This will offer many ben-

efits to customers from physical proximity to

shop location for pickup and returns, as well
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pany in India's booming eCommerce market.

"We will deserve the investors through  ex-

ecution and not optics in the long run. It is

important to have an experienced manage-

ment team that has built large high growth

business and continue to invest in people, tech-

nology, and customer experience, which will

drive profitable growth and returns for our in-

vestors," concludes Mahta.

In short, eCommerce is expected to be $32

bn market in India by 2020 (from $2 bn), be-

cause of the growing customer base in all parts

of the country. While Infibeam has adopted

tech route to stay in profits, it realizes that

the key lies in enhancing the customer experi-

ence.

10×3

(a) Compare the e-commerce business

model of infibeam with that of flipkart. In

your opinion shuld an e-commerce com-

are doing might be a challenging business.

Hence, it took the early advantage of becom-

ing a partner with the traditional retailers. It

does not want to compete with them.

The company made an early confession by

realizing that the success does not lie in killing

the traditional retail but enabling them to mod-

ernize and partnering with them. "Retail is a

competitive business. While most of the play-

ers operate on an inventory framework, bur-

dened with customer acquisition cost and debt,

Infibeam has opened retail framework offer-

ing affordable eCommerce technology to SMEs

and large enterprises for developing their own

online presence under their own brand." re-

veals Vishal Mehta, Founder & CEO, Infibeam.

Infibeam, to complement its business,

launched the platform Builda Bazaar, which of-

fers a robust online commerce soultion inte-

grating digital catalogue, supply chain and lo-
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